Amendment One

Section C – Conditions for Racing

C.6 BOAT

C.6.2 MODIFICATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

The following is permitted without prior approval. Unless stated otherwise items mentioned in this section may be obtained from any manufacturer or supplier.

Amendment: insert new rule c),

“(c) Sailors with significant physical disabilities may apply to the class technical committee for a written dispensation to allow specific adaptations to be fitted to the boat.”

Amendment Two

Section C – Conditions for Racing

C.7 HULL

C.7.1 MODIFICATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

The following is permitted without prior approval. Unless stated otherwise items mentioned in this section may be obtained from any manufacturer or supplier.

MODIFICATIONS

Amendment: insert new rule l), amend new rule m) and renumber subsequent paragraphs

“(l) Replace one or more supplied halyard and tackline metal rope clutches with textile rope clutches.
(m) The use of a second halyard clutch or jammer in line with supplied or replaced metal clutches.”

Amendment Three

Section C – Conditions for Racing

C.9 RIG

C.9.6 MODIFICATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

The following is permitted without the approval of the LM. Unless stated otherwise items mentioned in this section may be obtained any manufacturer or supplier.
Amendment: insert new rule:

(f) Lashing, tape, and other preventative materials applied to the plastic luff extrusion, rigging, and other fittings to prevent the snagging of sails and sheets and extend the useful life of such equipment.